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Are your waitlists first
come/first serve? How are
they “organized”?
Our waitlists are organized by a assigning

applicants randomly selected number. Everyone

who applies for the wait list has an equal chance

of being put on the wait list no matter if your the

first or last to apply. Applications just have to be

completed during the week that the wait list is

open for the opportunity to receive a number and

be selected for the list. 
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Do you have weight/breed
restrictions for "small dogs"?
Yes – no more than 30 lbs. at adult weight, and

there are prohibited breeds as described in our Pet

Policy on our website.  Most of the prohibited

breeds would normally grow to over 30 lbs. 

Assistance dogs such as service animals or

emotional support animals do not have

breed/weight restrictions, and are not subject to a

pet deposit.
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What are your screening
guidelines for rental history?
We are looking for evidence that an individual has

the ability to pay their bills on time, keep a

safe/sanitary home, and be a good neighbor. We

look at the past 3 years. If the rental history is

poor (or non-existent) they can provide

alternative references as proof of these qualities

or showing that they have improved/extenuating

circumstances resulted in poor rental history.

What are your screening
guidelines for credit?
We don’t do credit checks, but applicants need to

show they will pay rent on time, either through

land lord references or alternative credit

references they supply. Applicants can provide

them if they have a good score as evidence of

their ability to pay their bills.

Q
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What are our screening
guidelines for criminal history (in
regard to felonies)?
We look at the past three to five-years,

depending upon the severity and number of

crimes.  Eligibility is determined on a case-by-case

evaluation, but typically recent and current drug

use and violent behavior resulting in convictions

would lead to a denial with a right to an informal

hearing.  Property crimes usually do not impact

eligibility, unless it is arson.

Are all Registered Sex Offenders
prohibited from Public Housing
regardless of level of crime?
Oregon only has a lifetime register sex offender

registry, thus all registered sex offenders in

Oregon are lifetime. We are required by HUD to

deny all lifetime registered sex offenders.
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What is the definition of
“Elderly or Disabled” to
qualify for units at Riverview
Terrace?

Q

A Elderly is age 62 and older.

Disability means a person meets the Social

Security definition of a disabled person and

is receiving SSI or SSD, or can provide

documentation from a qualified professional

verifying that he or she meets the definition

of a disabled person, according to the

Social Security Administration.
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What are the income limits to
qualify for this unit?Q

A The income limits are set to 80% AMI 

(area median income)

For 2022 they are:

1 person:  $44,600 per year

2 persons: $51,000  per year

3 persons: $57,350 per year
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How many people can live in
each unit? Q

A

The head of household, including the spouse

or co-head, will be allocated one bedroom. 

All other household members will be based on

two (2) persons per bedroom, without regard

to gender or age. 

Live-in aides will be allocated a separate

bedroom. Family members of a live-in aide

will not be considered when determining

family unit size. 

The occupancy standards depend on your

individual Family Composition. 

Occupancy and Family Composition will be

assessed at the time of full application and will

determine your bedroom size:

If you do not meet the occupancy requirements

at the time of full application, you will be taken

off the wait list. 


